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Between 2010 and 2014, the number of abandoned vehicles in any given year fluctuated between about 250

and 450.

Rise in abandoned car complaints is a mirage
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Boston residents in recent years have bombarded City Hall with an increasing number of complaints

about a host of quality-of-life issues, including coveted curbside parking spots being wasted by

vehicles that they believe to be “abandoned.”

But the vast majority of such complaints turn out to be, well, fake news.

In reality, the number of cars actually left abandoned on city streets has been flat, if not down a bit, in

recent years — and the numbers are far lower than they were in previous decades.

City officials said the rise in complaints about abandoned

vehicles, like many other issues, is at least partly due

technological improvements that allow constituents to file

gripes more quickly and conveniently than ever before,

whether via phone call, social media, or an app on their

smartphone.

Officials also noted that with parking being such a

premium, residents are quick to contact the city to report

potentially abandoned vehicles.

Get Fast Forward in your inbox:
Forget yesterday's news. Get what you need today in this
early-morning email.

But, city officials are used to responding to abandoned vehicle complaints that don’t pan out.

How the abandoned
vehicle process works in
Boston
Vehicles left unmoved on city streets for more
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than 72 hours can be considered abandoned.

 A look at the cars abandoned at

Logan Airport in Boston

 This model of car is left abandoned

most often in Boston

“We have always received more complaints on vehicles being abandoned as opposed to the number

that are actually abandoned,” said transportation department spokeswoman Tracey Ganiatsos.

In many cases, by the time municipal workers respond to such complaint, the “abandoned” vehicle

has already been moved. Perhaps its owner had not moved it for a while because they were on

vacation, the vehicle needed repairs, or they just forgot.

In 2016, City Hall received more than 3,900 complaints

about abandoned vehicles, up from about 2,600 the year

before and about 1,050 in 2011, the earliest year for which

data was available.

But in recent years, a much smaller number of vehicles

were actually deemed abandoned by city workers.

Between 2010 and 2014, the number of abandoned vehicles

in any given year fluctuated between about 250 and 450.

2014
Complaints 1,902

Vehicles
towed

393

2013
Complaints 1,642

Vehicles 244

Abandoned vehicle complaints vs. vehicles towed

Data for 2011 through 2014 because those are the most recent years for which a full  year's worth of data is available for both complaints and vehicles towed.
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towed

2012
Complaints 1,627

Vehicles
towed

247

2011
Complaints 1,049

Vehicles
towed

461

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at matthew.rocheleau@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @mrochele
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